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Abstract

We report thin-film InAs/GaAs quantum dot (QD) solar cells with $n-i-p^+$ deep junction structure and planar back reflector fabricated by epitaxial lift-off (ELO) of full 3-inch wafers. External quantum efficiency measurements demonstrate twofold enhancement of the QD photocurrent in the ELO QD cell compared to the wafer-based QD cell. In the GaAs wavelength range, the ELO QD cell perfectly preserves the current collection efficiency of the baseline single-junction ELO cell. We demonstrate by full-wave optical simulations that integrating a micro-patterned diffraction grating in the ELO cell rear side provides more than tenfold enhancement of the near-infrared light harvesting by QDs. Experimental results are thoroughly discussed with the help of physics-based simulations to single out the impact of QD dynamics and defects on the cell photovoltaic behavior. It is demonstrated that non radiative recombination in the QD stack is the bottleneck for the open circuit voltage ($V_{oc}$) of the reported devices. More important, our theoretical calculations demonstrate that the $V_{oc}$ offset of 0.3 V from the QD ground state identified by Tanabe et al., 2012, from a collection of experimental data of high quality III-V QD solar cells is a reliable - albeit conservative - metric to gauge the attainable $V_{oc}$ and to quantify the scope for improvement by reducing non radiative recombination. Provided that material quality issues are solved, we demonstrate - by transport and rigorous electromagnetic simulations - that light-trapping enhanced thin-film cells with twenty InAs/GaAs QD layers reach efficiency higher than 28% under unconcentrated light, ambient temperature. If photon recycling can be fully exploited, 30% efficiency is deemed to be feasible.
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1. Introduction

Nanostructured absorbers based on quantum-dots (QD) provide tunable sub-bandgap transitions to enhance the infrared photoresponse of single-junction solar cells [1] and to improve current matching in multijunction cells [2][3]. Also, they offer a promising path towards the development of novel photovoltaics concepts, beyond the Shockley-Queisser (SQ) limit, such as the intermediate band (IB) solar cell [4][5]. By leveraging on second photon absorption or hot phonons, power conversion efficiency well above the SQ limit is theoretically achievable in QD enhanced single-junction cells [5][6][7].

The most widely investigated structure of QD solar cells (QDSCs) exploits a stack of InAs/GaAs QD layers embedded in a single-junction GaAs solar cell [1]. A clear enhancement of the infrared spectral response is usually observed in these devices, but the maximum demonstrated efficiency (18.7% at 1 sun) [8] lags well behind that one of state-of-art GaAs single-junction cells (28.8% at 1 sun [9][10]), not to mention the gap with respect to the efficiency predicted by the IB theory ($\approx 36\%$ for the InAs/GaAs material system at 1 sun). The large discrepancy between demonstrated and theoretical efficiency is often ascribed to the fact that reported devices do not work in the IB operating regime, because at room temperature - and especially under unconcentrated light - the second photon absorption is irrelevant compared to the thermally activated escape. However, for QD cells operating in such thermally-limited regime, a conservative reference value for the attainable efficiency is given by a conventional single-junction cell with bandgap comparable to the optical transition energy of the QD ground state: assuming a band gap of 1 eV (representative of the InAs/GaAs QD system [8]), the SQ limit efficiency is above 30% under 1 sun, a value remarkably higher than the demonstrated 18.7%.

The issue arises primarily from the weak increase of the short circuit current provided by the inclusion of QDs, owing to the small optical absorption cross-section of the sub-bandgap transitions and the reduced QD volume fraction within the absorbing region. On the other hand, one of the conditions to at-
tain the single-gap SQ limit is complete interband absorptivity, while approaching the IB operating regime requires very high - and similar - interband and intraband photon absorption [11] [12] [13]. Detailed balance calculations in [11] show that high efficiency InAs/GaAs QDSCs operating in the IB regime require a total QD density larger than $5 \times 10^{13}$ cm$^{-2}$, but present QDSCs usually have a few tens of layers and in-plane density about $5 \times 10^{10}$ cm$^{-2}$. Thus, significant research efforts are being carried out to increase the areal density of III-V QDs [14, 15, 16, 17] and the number of QD layers [18, 19] without compromising crystal quality. In-plane density up to $10^{12}$ cm$^{-2}$ and number of QD stacks up to 400 [19] have been reported, but QDSCs with both high number of QD layers and high in-plane QD density have not yet been demonstrated. Moreover, present QDSCs often suffer of severe open circuit voltage ($V_{oc}$) degradation, which tends to get worse as the density or the number of layers are increased [19]. In general, achieving high crystal quality is one of the major technological challenges within QDSC research, since QD-growth induced defects markedly impair the $V_{oc}$ [20, 21]. In high-quality QDSCs operating in the thermally-limited regime, experimental [20] and theoretical [22, 23] works show that the maximum attainable $V_{oc}$ is linearly correlated with the energy band gap of the QD ground state. $V_{oc}$ approaching 1 V has been demonstrated only in 10× and 40× QD layer cells (with shallow QDs and in-plane density well below $10^{11}$ cm$^{-2}$) by implementing complex strain compensation techniques during the epitaxial growth [24, 25, 26].

A promising alternative (and even somewhat complementary) path to effectively enhance QD photogeneration is offered by light management schemes that can be implemented within a thin-film solar cell architecture [27, 26, 28]. Thin-film III-V technologies based on epitaxial lift-off (ELO) [29, 30, 9] are among the most promising approaches in view of the remarkable reduction of mass and cost (because ELO makes possible wafer reuse), and flexibility. Moreover, photon trapping and recycling enabled by the thin-film design have been proven to be essential to push the efficiency of III-V single-junction cells towards the SQ limit [31, 32, 33], and are in fact at the root of the world-record 28.8% efficiency held by an ELO thin-film GaAs cell with planar mirrored rear surface [9, 10]. ELO thin-film InAs/GaAs QD cells with planar rear mirror were first reported in [34, 35]. More recently, ELO thin-film cells with textured back surface reflectors have been reported in [26], demonstrating a 30% increase of QD current contribution compared to a cell with planar reflector. Effective light-trapping by back side periodic grooves has been demonstrated in multiple quantum well solar cells in [36], attaining a fivefold increase of the sub-bandgap optical path length.

In this work, we report thin-film InAs/GaAs QD solar cells fabricated by epitaxial lift-off of full 3-inch wafers. Nearly doubled QD photocurrent is demonstrated in the thin-film ELO QD cell with planar gold mirror with respect to a baseline wafer-based QD cell. Moreover, collection efficiency within the GaAs wavelength range is perfectly preserved in the ELO QD cell compared to the ELO baseline single-junction cell. Solar cell performance are analyzed with the support of device-level physics-based simulations, with the aim at providing an assessment of the needs in terms of material optimization and QD photogeneration enhancement to attain high efficiency InAs/GaAs QDSCs. The practical implementation of photonic structures able to provide the desired high QD sub-bandgap harvesting is discussed based on rigorous wave-optics simulations of broadband antireflection coatings and diffraction gratings that can be fabricated by patterning the front and rear surface of the thin-film cell.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 summarizes the details of device fabrication and characterization, while Sec. 3 describes the theoretical background and numerical tools used for the analysis of experimental results and the design of light-trapping enhanced cells. The experimental results of wafer-based and thin-film ELO cells are discussed in Sec. 4.1 and Sec. 4.2, respectively, with the help of physics-based simulations. Finally, in Sec. 4.3 the performance of thin-film QD cells integrating photonic structures are discussed based on transport and full-wave electromagnetic simulations.

2. Material and Methods

QD and regular GaAs cells with a deep junction design with lightly n-doped emitter and thin p-doped base are studied. Several batches of wafers, both for wafer-based processing and for ELO thin-film processing, were grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). Fig. 1 reports the detailed epilayer structure for the wafer-based InAs/GaAs QD and regular GaAs solar cells. The QDSCs exploit high in-plane density (over $5 \times 10^{10}$ cm$^{-2}$) InAs/GaAs QD layers fabricated through the Sb-mediated QD growth technique, following the method already demonstrated in [16]. The QD periodic stack is placed in the bottom part of the emitter and uses 20 nm thick spacer layers of intrinsic GaAs. Samples with 20× and 50× QD layers were fabricated. All the cells - GaAs-only and QD-based - have a total emitter thickness of $\approx 2 \mu m$. For the thin-film configuration the epilayer structures were identical, except for the window and back surface field layers which were made by InGaP, and the inclusion of ad-hoc release and etch stop layers for the ELO processing. The ELO thin-film processing was performed as described in detail in [37]. Because the cell structures were only produced for mutual comparison no efforts were made to optimize the front grid contact coverage or to apply an ARC to minimize the reflection from the front surface. The thin-film cells exploit a planar gold mirror on the backside.

$I - V$ characterization of the solar cells was performed using an ABET Technologies Sun 2000 Class A solar simulator, which provides homogeneous illumination over a $100 \times 100$ mm$^2$ area. An UShio 550W Xenon short arc lamp is used to approximate the AM1.5 spectrum. The setup is equipped with a Keithley 2600 sourcemeter and data acquisition is performed using ReRa Tracer3 software. The solar cells are kept at 25 °C during measurement by water cooling. External Quantum Efficiency (EQE) measurements were performed with a ReRa SpeQuest Quantum Efficiency system. Data acquisition is performed using ReRa Photor 3.1 software. The system uses both a Xenon and halogen light source to access all wavelengths.
present in the solar spectrum. A monochromator is used to generate quasi-monochromatic light and a chopper for intensity modulation. This generates a test light of variable wavelength while a continuous bias light is used to put the cell under test in operating conditions. Additionally infrared electroluminescence images were captured using a set-up consisting of a Thorlabs CMOS camera with NIR sensor and a home-build power supply able to inject a stable current to the cells over a large range.

3. Theory and Calculations

3.1. Electrical model

The photovoltaic performance of InAs/GaAs QDSCs are discussed based on numerical simulations which take into account the transfer and transport processes involving carriers in the confined states introduced by the nanostructured material and carriers in the extended states of the host bulk material [23, 21].

The three-dimensional confinement of carriers in the QDs is modeled by three discrete energy levels in the conduction and valence band: ground state (GS), excited state (ES), and wetting layer (WL), as sketched in Fig. 2. Consider also the energy band diagram of the QDSCs shown in Fig. 3. At each QD layer, several interband and intraband charge transfer processes are possible, including photogeneration, radiative recombination, capture of free carriers in the QD confined states or conversely the excitation of confined carriers from the bound states to the continuum bands, intersubband relaxation and excitation. These processes are described by a set of spatially-resolved (along the QD stack) rate equations self-consistently solved with drift-diffusion and Poisson equations. The detailed model formulation can be found in [23]. For the sake of the following discussion, it is sufficient to remind that the presented simulations neglect second photon absorption and field-assisted tunneling, i.e. intraband excitation is thermally activated only. Thus, escape time constants are derived from capture and relaxation scattering times based on the argument of detailed balance at thermal equilibrium [21].

![Figure 1: Sketch of the epilayer structure of the 20 × InAs/GaAs QD layers (top) and regular GaAs (bottom) solar cells. In the 50× QD cell (not shown) the topmost part of the emitter has a reduced thickness of 930 nm to keep the whole emitter (topmost doped region + intrinsic QD stack + bottom emitter region) thickness to approx 2 µm.](image1)

![Figure 2: Sketch of the QD sub-band electronic structure highlighting the interband and intersubband carrier processes taken into account in the model. E_GS, E_ES, and E_WL indicate the GaAs and GS bandgap energy, respectively. ∆E^e_{GS}, ∆E^h_{GS} the confinement energy for electrons and holes in the GS.](image2)
adds up to that one provided by the host material. According to the discussion in [23], carrier capture and relaxation times between the QD states range on a scale of 100 fs for holes and 1 ps for electrons, while 1 ns radiative lifetime is used for all the QD levels. In the QD layers, the optical absorption associated to each interband transition is modeled by a Gaussian function with absorption peaks on the order of $10^3$ cm$^{-1}$ for GS and ES states, and $10^4$ cm$^{-1}$ for WL state, assuming an equivalent QD layer thickness of 4 nm and areal density of $8 \times 10^{10}$ cm$^{-2}$. The full list of QD and bulk material parameters used in this study is summarized in the Supplementary Material.

3.2. Optical modeling of wafer-based and planar thin-film cells

In this work, the calculation of the spatially resolved photogeneration rate has been improved with respect to the simple Lambert-Beer approach used in [23], by introducing an electromagnetic model which takes into account interference effects. A detailed optical model is in fact essential to ensure an accurate fitting of the measured EQE spectra analysed in Sec. 4.1 and Sec. 4.2 and thus a reliable estimation of relevant - technology dependent - material parameters such as carriers lifetime. The optical field distribution across the multilayer structure and the corresponding photogeneration rate are calculated according to a scattering matrix formalism for coherent multilayers [41]. Taking advantage of the spectral separation of the QD and GaAs optical absorption, the QD layers are modeled as an effective medium whose absorption coefficient results from the linear superposition of the GaAs optical absorption and of the below-bandgap absorption induced by QDs as derived from the fitting of the EQE measurement. The real part of the refractive index of the QD layers is then calculated through Kramers-Kronig relation. The complex refractive index of bulk materials is extracted from the database in [42].

3.3. Optical modeling of textured thin-film cells

Light-trapping in the textured thin-film cells analyzed in Sec. 4.3 is modelled by assuming multiple incoherent reflections between the front and rear surfaces characterized by the reflectance $R_t$ and $R_b$, respectively. A schematic illustration of the model is shown in the inset of Fig. 4. $R_t$ is intended as the effective reflectance of the cell rear surface, which models e.g. the cumulative effect of the textured grating, planarizing polymer, and metal mirror realized at the backside of the cell. Under the assumption of Lambertian light trapping [43, 44], $R_b$ is assumed to be angular independent, i.e. the rear side surface works as an ideal diffuse reflector, and the top internal reflectance is given as $R_t = 1 - (1 - R_{ext})/n^2$, $n$ being the semiconductor refractive index and $R_{ext}$ the reflectance at the illuminated surface. The optical energy flux (W/cm$^2$) in the cell results as the combination of downward and upward propagating fluxes:

$$\phi(x) = \phi^{inc} (1 - R_{ext}) \frac{T^+(x) + R_b T^-(W) T^-(x)}{1 - R_b R_t T^+(W) T^-(0)}$$

where $\phi^{inc}$ is the incident solar flux and $T^+$ and $T^-$ are the downward and upward transmittance, respectively, calculated assuming perpendicular propagation, i.e. $T^+(W) = T^-(0) = \exp(-\alpha W)$. This, as shown in Fig. 4 leads the maximum achievable enhancement of the cell absorbance (and corresponding photogeneration rate) to approach $2n^2$ ($n = 25$ for GaAs) in the weak absorption limit, i.e. $\alpha W \rightarrow 0$. As an example, in the 20x QD cell, the weakly absorbing GS state may approach the $2n^2$ limit [23]. In a truly 3D geometry, taking into account the longer path length of oblique rays, and averaging over the angle of propagation, a further factor of 2 is found, yielding the well-known $4n^2$ Lambertian limit [45]. In this sense, the presented simulations may be considered somewhat conservative with respect to the $4n^2$ Lambertian limit. Eq. (1) also holds in the strong absorption limit ($\alpha W >> 1$), where it reduces to $\phi(x) = \phi^{inc} (1 - R_{ext}) \exp(-\alpha W)$. For $R_t = 0$, eq. (1) describes - in the limit of incoherent reflections - a planar cell with rear side mirror with reflectivity $R_b$.

Finally, the device-level study of the light-trapping enhanced QD cells is complemented by the design of photonic gratings for broadband antireflection and light diffraction which have been numerically simulated with the Rigorous Coupled-Wave Analysis (RCWA) method [46].

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Wafer-based cells

Fig. 5 reports the measured EQE spectra of regular and QD-SCs. The 20x and 50x QDSCs exhibit the expected long-wavelength EQE extension. Integration of the EQE over the AM1.5G sun spectrum for wavelengths above 880nm provides a current of 0.34 mA/cm$^2$ (i.e. 0.017 mA/cm$^2$ per QD layer)
and 0.71 mA/cm² (i.e. 0.014 mA/cm² per QD layer) for the 20× and 50× QD layer cells, respectively. In the 400 nm - 800 nm wavelength range the 20× QD cell has higher EQE than the one of the regular GaAs cell due to the higher collection efficiency provided by the intrinsic portion of the emitter which hosts the QD stack. In the 50× QD cell, since the intrinsic region has more than doubled thickness that the one in the 20× QD cell, an even higher EQE is expected in the same wavelength range. Instead, the measured EQE spectra of the 50× QD cell shows a marked decrease in the 400 - 800 nm window with respect to the 20× QD cell and to the regular GaAs cell. The short circuit current density estimated by integrating the measured EQE over the AM1.5G spectrum results as 17.58 mA/cm² for the regular cell, 19.95 mA/cm² for the 20× QD cell, and 18.55 mA/cm² for the 50× QD cell. Finally, the measured I–V characteristics (see figure S1 in the Supplementary Material) pinpointed a large and almost identical reduction of Voc (0.65 V) for both the QD solar cells with respect to the regular one (1.04 V).

Such results can be understood with the help of the model described in Sec. 3, analysing the influence of the various recombination mechanisms in the different regions of the cell on the photovoltaic parameters. To this aim, non-radiative recombination is assumed to take place only from the extended states and is modeled according to Shockley Read Hall (SRH) theory. SRH recombination lifetimes were initially set in each region according to the doping type and level following the empirical model in [47]. For the adopted n−p+ deep junction design, the most relevant parameters for the cell operation turn to be the hole SRH lifetime in the lightly n−doped part of the emitter and the SRH lifetime in the intrinsic barrier layers of the QD stack, whose values have been estimated based on EQE and $I − V$ fitting.\footnote{In this regard, it is worth noticing that different samples were processed from the same wafer for EQE and $I − V$ measurements. A slight discrepancy between the $J_{sc}$ extracted from the $I − V$ characteristics (see Supplementary Material) and the $J_{sc}$ estimated from the integration of the EQE spectrum was observed and attributed to some cross-wafer variability. Despite this, the fitting allowed to identify clear trends, as discussed in the text.}

As shown in Fig. 6, the Voc is very sensitive to the SRH lifetime in the interdot layers, while it is only marginally affected by the hole SRH lifetime in the lightly doped region of the emitter. As long as the SRH lifetime is significantly larger than the QD radiative lifetime (1 ns), the Voc remains high with calculated limiting values (for negligible SRH recombination) of 915 mV (20× QD) and 891 mV (50× QD) against 1.065 V of the regular cell. This provides an indication of the inevitable Voc penalty compared to the single-junction GaAs cell induced by the inclusion of QDs, under the hypothesis of ideal material
Simulations, the dashed line is the linear fitting with 26 mV slope according to the natural logarithm of the number of QD layers (\( N \)) of the QD stack, for different values of hole SRH lifetime in the doped portion of the emitter (\( \tau_p \)). The insets shows the scaling of \( V_{oc} \) with the natural logarithm of the number of QD layers (\( N_o \)); symbols are results of simulations, the dashed line is the linear fitting with 26 mV slope according to \( V_{oc} = V_T \ln(J_{sc}/J_0) \propto -V_T \ln(N_o) \).

Figure 6: Behavior of \( V_{oc} \) for the 20\( \times \) (solid lines) and 50\( \times \) (dashed lines) QD cells as a function of the natural logarithm of the number of QD layers (\( N \)) for different values of hole SRH lifetime in the doped portion of the emitter (\( \tau_p \)).

Figure 7: Behavior of \( J_{sc} \) for the 20\( \times \) (solid lines) and 50\( \times \) (dashed lines) QD cells as a function of the non radiative recombination lifetime in the interdot layers of the QD stack, for different values of hole SRH lifetime in the doped portion of the emitter (\( \tau_p \)).

The estimated bandgap-voltage offset is in very good agreement with the value of 0.3 V reported in [8] for a collection of experimental data of high-quality QDSCs, considering that real devices likely have a slightly higher penalty due to some residual amount of non radiative recombination. In comparison, the calculated offset for the GaAs cell in the radiative limit is 0.36 V, while 0.4 V is the value of state-of-art wafer-based single-junction GaAs cells [8,49] and 0.30 V that one of the highest efficiency thin-film GaAs cells. It is worth reminding that the bandgap-voltage offset is found to be relatively invariant with respect to the forbidden bandgap, both in experiments and theoretical calculations: in [49], a maximum decrease of 50 mV for bandgap ranging from 2.0 to 0.7 eV was predicted based on detailed balance calculations.

The fairly linear dependence of \( V_{oc} \) with the GS energy bandgap previously reported in [8,23] and the bandgap-voltage offset values calculated here (when radiative recombination is the only carrier loss mechanism) demonstrate that the \( V_{oc} \) offset of 0.3 V with respect to the GS bandgap is a useful - albeit conservative - metric to gauge the QDSC material quality. In fact, in the samples under study the observed reduction of \( V_{oc} \) can be attributed to crystal quality degradation in the QD stack: as seen in Fig 6 a SRH lifetime of 50 ps and 120 ps in the 20\( \times \) QD and 50\( \times \) QD cells provide a good fitting of the measured \( V_{oc} \) of 0.65 V. On the other hand, as illustrated in Fig 2 the \( J_{sc} \) is extremely sensitive to the SRH hole lifetime in the thick, lightly doped n-type emitter. From the EQE and \( I - V \) fitting of single-junction and 20\( \times \) QD cells, the SRH hole lifetime in the n-doped emitter is found to range between 15 ns and 200 ns (for the sake of reference, the radiative lifetime in the n-doped emitter is about 50 ns) denoting overall a reasonable, although improvable, crystal quality. For the 50\( \times \) QD cell, the extracted SRH hole lifetime decreases to about 3 ns, suggesting a degradation of the emitter quality due to strain-induced defects caused by the stacking of a larger number of QD layers. Simulations reproduce the measured EQE (Fig. 5) and \( I - V \) characteristics (figure S1 in the Supplementary Material) with very good accuracy. The overall scope of results shows that the adopted physics-based model describes accurately and reliably (taking also into account the limited number of parameters used for the sake of fitting) the
physics of QD solar cells, providing a useful means not only for analysis purpose but also to devise design guidelines, as done in Sec. 4.3 for the light-trapping enhanced thin-film cells.

4.2. ELO thin-film cells with planar reflector

Full 3-inch films were released from their substrates by ELO and processed into cells (area = 0.25 cm$^2$) with planar gold mirror on the backside, as shown in Fig. 8. EQE spectra of the thin-film cells are reported in Fig. 9. Clear resonant cavity effects are observed - both in experiments and simulations - in the low absorption wavelength range ($\lambda > 750$ nm) involving GaAs band-edge and QD interband transitions. Most important, the photogeneration in the QD wavelength range is nearly doubled in the thin-film configuration with respect to the wafer-based configuration: for $\lambda > 880$ nm, the ELO QD cell provides a short circuit current density of about 0.62 mA/cm$^2$ against the 0.34 mA/cm$^2$ in the wafer-based QDSC (Fig. 5). In the GaAs range (400 - 800 nm) the response of the ELO QD and regular GaAs cells is comparable, with a slightly higher EQE in the QD cell due to the intrinsic portion of the emitter, as already discussed for the wafer-based cells. From the EQE fitting, the SRH hole lifetime in the emitter is estimated around 40 ns for both the samples.

Fig. 10 shows the $I-V$ characteristics of the ELO cells and of the baseline wafer-based GaAs cell. The photovoltaic figures of the different cells are summarized in Table 1. The $J_{SC}$ of the ELO QDSC is increased by about 0.7 mA/cm$^2$ with respect to the regular GaAs ELO cell as expected from the QD enhanced contribution and slightly improved above-gap collection observed in the EQE measurements. Furthermore, ELO and wafer-based GaAs cells have nearly identical $J_{SC}$, denoting that the ELO process did not have any detrimental effect on carrier collection. It is worth noticing that the thin-film QD cell shows an absolute improvement of efficiency of 0.6% with respect to the thin-film single-junction counterpart. This denotes (according to the simulated trends in Fig. 6) a significant improvement of the SRH lifetime ($\approx 1$ ns) in the interdot layers with respect to the previous generation of epilayers used for the wafer-based cells. The observed $V_{OC}$ degradation - totally unexpected for the regular GaAs cell - is attributed to lattice defects propagating from the substrate to the epilayers. The dark current of all the thin-film cells, regardless of the presence of QDs, is in fact dominated by a diode-like shunt defect, with reverse saturation current density of about 4 nA/cm$^2$ and ideality factor of 2, as shown from the $I-V$ fit in Fig. 10. As further support of such conclusion, Fig. 11 shows the typical electroluminescence of the regular and QD thin-film cells in comparison to that one of a regular wafer-based cell. Both particle point-like defects and misfit dislocation lines can be clearly identified in the electroluminescence images of the thin-film ELO cells, demonstrating that the lower $V_{OC}$ and FF of the thin-film cells is related to
random particle like defects and residual strain already present in the epi-structures prior to ELO processing. Further investigations demonstrated that such defect originated from a not sufficient quality of the initial substrates. These defects were extended during the more elaborate thin-film cell processing procedures. Using appropriate quality substrates yielding state-of-the-art epi-structures, ELO produced thin-film cells typically show equal performance or even outperform their wafer based counterparts [29, 30, 9] and in fact hold the current world record for a single junction GaAs cell [10].

Figure 10: Current-Voltage characteristics of wafer-based regular GaAs cell and thin-film GaAs and QD cells measured under AM1.5G illumination.

Table 1: Cell parameters of wafer-based and thin-film ELO cells extracted from the J–V characteristics in Fig. 10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>$J_{sc}$ (mA/cm$^2$)</th>
<th>$V_{oc}$ (V)</th>
<th>FF (%)</th>
<th>η (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>regular wafer-based</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>1.017</td>
<td>84.7</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regular thin-film</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>0.786</td>
<td>78.7</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QD thin-film</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>0.796</td>
<td>78.7</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. Photonic management approaches through cell nanostructuring

ELO thin-film cells provide a suitable platform for the implementation of light-trapping structures aimed at maximizing the IR harvesting at the GaAs band edge and QD wavelengths. We use here the device-level model introduced in Sec. 3 to quantify the impact of the QD photogeneration enhancement on the performance of thin-film QD cells integrating photonic structures for light management.

We take as reference the epilayer structure exploited for the $50 \times$ QD solar cell analysed in Sec. [41] with 20, 50, or 100 QD layers uniformly distributed in the $\approx 1 \mu$m thick undoped part of the emitter. The analysis is done by assuming negligible non radiative recombination and surface recombination. All the other material parameters are those extracted from the analysis of the fabricated devices. Under the assumption of defect-free material, photon recycling becomes a relevant effect with significant influence on the open circuit voltage and the ultimate efficiency [32, 33]. This is well known for single-junction GaAs cells and may be expected to have a similar role in QD solar cells. In [50] we have shown through physics-based simulations that under the hypothesis of very efficient photon recycling, QD-SCs might reach efficiency higher than 30%. However, from a practical standpoint, whereas in a single-junction GaAs cell a planar reflector is sufficient to achieve strong photon recycling (since photons are re-emitted isotropically), the QD cell needs at the same time texturing of the solar cell surface(s) for light-trapping. Surface recombination at the semiconductor textured interfaces may become critical, because very low surface recombination velocity is needed to fully exploit the photon recycling potential. Thus, we take as conservative assumption to neglect the photon-recycling effect, somewhat compensating for the fact that we are also neglecting surface recombination and we focus only on the analysis of the impact of light trapping. Under these assumptions the predicted $V_{oc}$ is 0.925 V, 0.902 V, 0.884 V, for the 20x, 50x, 100x wafer-based QD cells, respectively. The voltage offset from the GS energy gap is reduced of about 10 mV compared to the wafer-based configuration and scales with the number of QD layers according to the same $-V_T \ln N_s$ law.

Enhancement of the QD photocurrent requires effective photonic management to maximize photon trapping and to minimize photon reflection loss in the QD wavelength range. In this respect, conventional two-layer ARCs usually exploited for triple-junction cells are not sufficient, since the power reflection requirements at long wavelengths are quite relaxed owing to the over-current brought by the bottom cell. To achieve very low reflectance across the QD range, moth-eye broadband ARCs can be realized by nano-patterning the cell front-surface [51]. As an example, Fig. 12 shows the RCWA-calculated reflectivity for pyramids nanoimprinted on a 600 nm thick AlInP window layer of a cell with geometry similar to that under study. The pyramidal grating has a period of 200 nm, and with height of about 400 nm provides a reflectivity which is comparable in average to a conventional MgF$_z$/ZnS ARC in the GaAs band gap range, and extremely low - with values well below 1% - over the QD wavelength range. Based on this, we assume in the following
that the power loss due to the cumulative effect of reflection and shadowing loss is limited to 5%.

Fig. 13(a) analyses the fraction of short-circuit current provided by the QDs ($J_{\text{QD}}$) for cells using increasing number of QD layers in the planar thin-film configuration (double-pass) and in the light-trapping configuration (LT), according to the incoherent multiple reflection model in Sec. 3. $J_{\text{QD}}$ is estimated by integrating the EQE in the QD wavelength range ($\lambda > 880$ nm) over the AM1.5G solar spectrum. The LT scheme provides a remarkable increase of the QD current contribution compared to the wafer-based configuration ($R_b = 0$) and to the planar (double-pass) one. The increase obviously tends to saturate as the number of QD layers increases. By defining the QD current enhancement, $G_{\text{QD}}$ as the ratio between the collected current $J_{\text{QD}}$ at a certain value of $R_b$ and $J_{\text{QD}}$ measured in the wafer-based configuration ($R_b = 0$), we observe that in the ideal condition of $R_b = 1$, the maximum achievable gain is about 7, 4.5, and 3.4 for the 20×, 50×, 100× QD cells, respectively.

The impact in terms of power conversion efficiency is shown in Fig. 13(b). An enhancement of about 4% absolute efficiency is attained by the thin-film 20× QD cell with respect to the wafer-based configuration provided that a sevenfold increase of the QD current can be reached, yielding the 20× QD cell efficiency beyond 28%. As previously mentioned, a further improvement of 2%-3% may be expected if photon recycling can be fully exploited. The impact of light-trapping becomes even stronger as the number of layers in the QD stack increases, provided - obviously - that the material quality can be preserved. In contrast, it is worth noticing that in the conventional wafer-based configuration (corresponding to $G_{\text{QD}} = 1$ in Fig. 13(b)) increasing the number of QD layers - within realistic ranges - does not provide any substantial advantage in terms of attainable efficiency. Similar conclusions were also drawn in [12] for intermediate band QDSCs working in the IB operating regime on the basis of detailed balance calculations.

In our technology roadmap, efficient light-trapping shall be implemented by patterning a diffraction grating on the rear surface of the cell. Differently from ARCs, light diffraction requires a grating period larger than the incident wavelength. The micro-structured grating excites high order diffraction modes propagating outside of the cell escape cone and thus increases the optical path length at low absorbing wavelengths. Several designs based on lamellar gratings with triangular cross-section and bi-periodic pyramidal gratings imprinted on the widegap (AlInP) back surface field layer were studied in [52, 50] with RCWA simulations and led to identify optimized geometries with grating period around 2–3 µm and aspect ratio (height/period) on the order of 0.3–0.4. An example of calculated absorbance spectra for a 20× QD cell exploiting different photonic configurations is shown in Fig. 14. With the micro-structured pyramidal grating, an enhancement of QD photocurrent ($G_{\text{QD}}$) of about 13 times with respect to a thin-film cell without mirror is predicted, which is largely compatible with the QD photocurrent enhancement of 7 identified in Fig. 13(b) to surpass 28% efficiency with 20 QD layers. Simulations presented in Fig. 14 were done under the hypothesis of a lossless mirror conformally deposited over the micro-structured grating. Further studies (not reported here) show that a similar enhancement can be achieved when realistic metal loss are taken into account, by including between the micro-structured grating and the metal a low index planarizing dielectric layer that shall also passivate the semiconductor surface.
5. Conclusions

We have reported thin-film InAs/GaAs QD solar cells fabricated by epitaxial lift-off of 3-inch wafers containing QD epitaxial structures with high ($\approx 8 \times 10^{10} \text{ cm}^{-2}$) in-plane QD density. A clear increase of EQE in the long wavelength region is observed in ELO QD cells with planar gold reflector, yielding doubled QD current contribution at short circuit. Moreover, ELO QD cells show nearly identical collection efficiency compared to the baseline ELO GaAs cell, confirming ELO as very well suited to epitaxial structures containing QD layers. Unfortunately, the $V_{oc}$ of about 0.8 V of the present generation of ELO cells - either single-junction and QD cells - was impaired by defects originated from a not sufficient quality of the initial substrates.

An intensive simulation study has also been presented with the twofold objective of quantifying the impact of fundamental and non-fundamental (i.e., technologically related) processes on the cell photovoltaic performance and investigating the feasibility of high efficiency QDSCs operating in the thermally-limited regime. To this aim, we have adopted a classical drift-diffusion model coupled with a phenomenological rate equations model to account for QD kinetics [23]. The comparison between measurements and simulations demonstrate that such modelling approach describes very accurately the cell physics, providing a useful means for design purpose. For the QDs under study we predict that $V_{oc}$ higher than 0.9 V is achievable if non radiative recombination is substantially suppressed. As corollary - yet important - result of this analysis, we provide a theoretical background to the empirical finding in [3] of a $V_{oc}$ offset of 0.3 V from the ground state energy gap in QD cells. Thus, at least with the aim at demonstrating high-efficiency InAs/GaAs QD cells under unconcentrated light, ambient temperature, shallow QDs shall be preferred to minimize the $V_{oc}$ penalty.

Finally, with the support of the validated electro-optical model and of rigorous electromagnetic simulations, we have investigated the efficiency potential and practical development of thin-film InAs/GaAs QD cells with photon gratings. It is shown that by proper light management, through the use of broadband antireflection and diffraction gratings, the 20× QD cell may achieve about sevenfold increase of the QD near-infrared current and efficiency higher than 28%. These cells can be fabricated using cost-effective and scalable fabrication processes such as epitaxial lift-off -as demonstrated in this work - for the thin-film processing, and nanoimprint lithography to pattern even subwavelength period gratings over large areas [51].

The study has also evidenced that increasing the number of QD layers is an effective means to achieve high efficiency QDSCs only if combined with light-trapping. Recombining - not included in this study - is expected to provide a further increase of the predicted efficiency. We believe that the promising experimental results and the guidelines provided by the numerical simulations presented in this work are important in view of demonstrating high efficiency InAs/GaAs QDSCs in the short term and we anticipate that they will be also useful in the longer term for intermediate band QDSCs.
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**Figure S1**: Measured and simulated \(I-V\) characteristics of representative wafer-based cells: regular GaAs cell (R16), 20× QD cell (R13), and 50× QD cell (R14).
Table S1. Main material parameters used in the simulation of representative wafer based cells: regular GaAs cell (R16), 20× QD cell (R13), and 50× QD cell (R14). The values in bold are the electron and hole SRH lifetimes ($\tau_{nr}^e, \tau_{nr}^h$) in the GaAs emitter and QD stack estimated from the fitting of the measured $I$-$V$ characteristics, as discussed in Sec. 4.1 of the manuscript. For the hole lifetime in the emitter the number in parentheses corresponds to the value extracted from the fitting of the EQE spectra of analogous samples processed from the same wafer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material Parameter</th>
<th>R16</th>
<th>R13</th>
<th>R14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of QD layers</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QD density [cm$^{-2}$]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8x10$^{10}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QD layer thickness [nm]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InAs/GaAs QD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_g^{WL}, E_g^{ES}, E_g^{GS}$ [eV]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.37, 1.25, 1.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak optical absorption ($\alpha_WL, \alpha_ES, \alpha_GS$) [cm$^{-1}$]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.2x10$^4$, 2.2x10$^3$, 10$^3$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron Capture and relaxation times $\tau_{n, cap}^{B-WL}, \tau_{n, cap}^{WL-ES}, \tau_{n, cap}^{ES-GS}$ [ps]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.3, 1, 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hole capture and relaxation times $\tau_{p, cap}^{B-WL}, \tau_{p, cap}^{WL-ES}, \tau_{p, cap}^{ES-GS}$ [ps]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.1, 0.1, 0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiative lifetime in the QD states $\tau_{r, WL}, \tau_{r, ES}, \tau_{r, GS}$ [ns]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1, 1, 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk materials</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRH lifetimes $\tau_{nr}^e, \tau_{nr}^h$ [ns]</td>
<td>GaAs emitter</td>
<td>95, 30 (15)</td>
<td>95, 30 (200)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GaAs QD region</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.05, 0.05</td>
<td>0.12, 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GaAs base</td>
<td>20, 210</td>
<td>20, 210</td>
<td>20, 210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlInP</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.001, 0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlGaAs</td>
<td></td>
<td>1, 1 [Ioffe]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiative recombination coefficient $C_{opt}$ [cm$^3$s$^{-1}$]</td>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>2x10$^{-10}$ [Ioffe]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlInP</td>
<td></td>
<td>2x10$^{-10}$ [Letay]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlGaAs</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.8x10$^{-10}$ [Ioffe]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low field mobility $\mu_e, \mu_h$ [cm$^2$V$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$]</td>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>9400, 491 [Sotoodeh]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlInP</td>
<td></td>
<td>100, 10 [Gudovskikh]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlGaAs</td>
<td></td>
<td>3000, 100 [Sotoodeh]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table S2: Photovoltaic parameters extracted from the measured and simulated I-V. For the short-circuit current density, the value in parentheses corresponds to the $J_{sc}$ calculated from the integration of the measured EQE spectrum over the AM1.5G spectrum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>R16</th>
<th>R13</th>
<th>R14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exp.</td>
<td>Sim.</td>
<td>Exp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J_{sc}$ [mA/cm$^2$]</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19.17(17.58)</td>
<td>19.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{oc}$ [V]</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eff [%]</td>
<td>16.74</td>
<td>16.85</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF [%]</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85.3</td>
<td>67.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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